EDI T H SITWELL

OUT OF SCHOOL
T O J O S i G A R C l A VILLA

THEgold, the wild-beast fires begin again upon the fruit-boughs
Running from branch to branch, and our gold veins
Catch fire. In the caverns where our blood begins
Sound the ancestral voices
That are not fire but fate, blind impulse and predestination
Foretelling doom.
And the fleece of Marsyas, the last melting snow upon the branches
Trembles no more at the flute-sound.
0 heart, it is spring!

And the wild-beast fires, the furred-lynx fruit-buds, the young
winds

And the young tendrils of those vines the gold spring rains

Fd &om the branches.
And from the hoarse voice of the stream freed from the ice
The animal laughters soundThe neighings of the prophet horse arise
Who prophesied great evlls once (and the spring thunders run
Along the ground
From his foretelling hoof); the bray
Of the world of asses following DarksThe sound that scattered the great Scythian hordes;
The sound of the crowd's onolatry, and after
The Ritual Laughter at the escape from death:
For this is the age of the destroying Laughter.
In the forest there are great emerald mists from which the birdsongs
Fall, the Cassandra voices. Through green lightnings and the
emeralds
Fallen &om the trees
The young green sun of spring,
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A laughing ghost, danced; with a ghostly voice
Calls to the children ‘See! New worlds and emeralds and Fates
begin.
Soon will my greenness fade and I shall wear my own gold
armour,
Fighting the mists.’
And the children run from school
To the sound of the planetary system in the veins,
The beat of the young rains
And the thunder of the wild wood lilies’ growth beneath the
ground.
They flee the old man who all morning long
Sifted a little dust through his dry hands
And boomed at the children ‘Once this dust was Socrates,
The first spring sage, the satyr under the furred-lynx fruit-buds
Tearing the tendrils of the young spring rains
And, where the sap like peridots and beryls
Rise in the buddmg fig-branches, foretelling perils
Upon his flute that seemed like the young mist
Of spring, to the caverns where our blood begins.
Now is he but the emerald dust of lilies:
He is alone
With but the small equalities of dust.
And the green mist of spring will soon be gone, the Sun in his gold
armour
Shout through the budding branches. Ere it is too late
You must discriminate
Between true gold and false, between the Sun that is the ghost
Of your own heart, and the Sun the world has lost.
When to your Sun
Arise the breath of all the cdtivated earth,
Gold mists from vines,
And all gold a i r s and prayers from cities, Man
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Seeing his mirrored morning face, no more can fmd
The mask he wore through centuries
(Of faith and hope). The gold corrosive of the hypermodern suns
Of unbelief have shone upon them. They are gone
And only emptiness remains. This is the only good.
O fear that laughing ghost in h s gold armour high in air
Who calls to you.’
But the children run from school

To learn their wisdom from the great gold fool
Who is to the world of sight
What truth is to the invisible-life-giver
In sap and bud, life-giver of mankind.

of all voices

He sees through the rough Ape-dust the gold fires
Of the spirit spring like the wild-beast fires upon the branches;
The little and the great
The shadows of the crooked and the straight
Complete each other, and the cripple’s hump,
The curve of the mountain hiding veins of gold
As equal in their grandeur! Sees the common lump
Of the world hold the seed of the flower the wisdom of the dark
Formed with an angel’s innocence; the old
And wrinkled mask of Pithecanthropus Erectus
Hide the great brow of Socrates; the ass’s ears
And the almond husk of the earth as no wise less
In grandeur than the long rivers and the almond husk
Of that great sleepy animal the world.

.

He sees the gold blood in the veins of plants and men
Have the beat of the gold planetary system; sees
The plant, a beast retarded by the dark,
(Whose root had once been gold, but changed by growth),
The beast, a plant that blossoms, freed by light,
Devoid of root like the planets, those bright bees
That move in heaven about their honeycombs of light,
And are forms of time that imitate the eternal-made
That from their unerring courses we might learn
From the intelligence in the wide heavens,
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And the perturbed might learn from the unperturbed,
Set right the inharmonious errors of our lives,
And fear not change of Time and darkness, but behold
The elements are but as qualities
That change for ever like all things that have known generation,
like a gold
Image taking a new form forever, mutable
As the child who is innocence and oblivion, acceptance,
A new beginning, primal motion, a self-moving game that
changes
Like the heart of forgetful spring.
NOTES
Verse 13, lines 2 , 3 , 4. Adaptation of a passage in Chance and Symbol, Richard
Hertz. Verse IS, lines 3,4. The Emperor Jufian. Verse 17, lines 3, 4,5. Founded
on a passage in Lorenz Oken’s Elements ofPhysiophilosophy. Lines 8,9, IO, 11,12.
Founded on a passage in Plato’s Timaeus Dialogue. Verse 18, lines z,3,4. Ibid.
Lines 5 , 6. Thus S p a k Zarathustra, Nietzsche.

PA T R I C K K A VAN A G H

THE PADDIAD
OR T H E DEVIL AS A P A T R O N OF
IRISH L E T T E R S

In the corner of a Dublin pub
This party opens-blub-a-blubPaddy Whiskey, Rum and Gin
Paddy Three sheets in the wind;
Paddy of the Celtic Mist,
Paddy Connemara West,
Chestertonian Paddy Frog
Croaking nightly in the bog.
A11 the Paddies having fun
Since Yeats handed in his gun,
Every man completely b h d
To the truth about his mind.

’
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